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DEDICATION TO ATATÜRK’S CENTENNIAL

Holding the torch that was lit by Atatürk in the hope of advancing 
our Country to a modern level of civilization, we celebrate the 
One hundredth anniversary of his birth. We know that we can only 
achieve this level in the fields of science and technology that are 
the vvcalth of humanity by being productive and Creative. As we 
thus proceed, we are conscious that, in the words of Atatürk, “the 
truest guide” is knowledge and science.

As members of the Faculty of Science at the Üniversity of 
Ankara we are making every effort to carry out scientific research, 
as well as to educate and train technicians, scientists, and graduates 
at every level. As long as we keep in our minds what Atatürk created 
for his Country, we can never be satisfied with what we have been 
able to achieve. Yet, the longing for truth, beauty, and a sense of 
responsibility toward our fellow human beings that he kindled within 
us gives us strength to strive for even more basic and meaningful 
service in the future.

From thîs year forward, we wish and aspire toward surpassing our 
past efforts, and with each Corning year, to serve in greater measure 
the field of universal Science and our own nation.
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SUMMARY

This paper considers the effects of multicollinearity on the multiple coefficient of determî- 
nation and on the estimated regression coefficients

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the equation

Y= lp„ + ZŞ + n (1)

rvherc Y is a nxl vector of observations on the dependent variable, 1 is 
a nxl vector of unit elements, Z = (Zj, Zı,..., Zp_ı) is nx (p-1) matrix 
of observations on (p-1) nonstochastic regressors, Ş is a (p-1) xl vector 
of unknown tlope coefficients, p„ is an unknown constant, and nisa
nxl vector of disturbances. it is assumed that E (u) = 0, E (un') = c'.2 I,

a" co, X = (1, Z) is a matrix of fixed elements, the rank of X is p.
Let p — Ş)'. The objective is to estimate Ş. The best iinear unbiased
estimate of is

0

P = (X'X)'' X'Y 

with
Var (^) = fX'X)-h

(2)

(3)
If the Z’s are higly multicollinear, the variance of p tends to become 

large, and littie confidence can be placed in as an estimate of p.

In this paper, we use the definition of collinearity given by Silvey 
[9] ,in which colîinearity is said to exist if there are qne or more İinear 
relationship between the predictor variables for each observation. Of 
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course, in practice collinearity is said to exists when the linear relations- 
hips hold only approximately. (see Mason, Gunst and Webster [7], This 
problem has been discussed throughly in the excellent paper by Farrar 
and Glauber [1], who gave precise statistical procedures for detecting
and localizing sources of collinearity within a given data set.

This paper considers the effects of multicollinearity on the multiple 
coefficient of determination from geometsic viewpoint. Furthermore, 
the limiting e ases are investigated of the estimated regression coeffi
cients.

2. EFFECTS OF MULTICOLLINEARITY ON

The interpretation of the value of the multiple coefficient of deter- 
mination, R% is effected by multicollinearity. First, consider the esti- 
mated regression parameters and the partial correlation coefficients 
using the perpendicular projection operators to find the value p that 
minimize Q, -»ve write Q as

Q=I1Y-Xâlp
and notîce that Q is the squared distance of Y from [X] the subspace of 
Euclidian n-space E" spanned by the columns of Minimizing Q cor- 
responds then to finding the point in [X] closest to Y. When X has full 
column rank, then X (X'X)^* X' and I — X (X'X)-ı X' are perpendicular 
projection operators onto the [X] and [X]^ respectively, -»vhere [X]-‘-is 
the orthogonal complement of [X], such that R" = [X] @ [X?.

Now, let us assume that rjj^p j) the partial correlation coefficient
of Zj and Zj adjüsted for the remaining (p—3) regressor variables is de- 
fined as

rjj(p_3) = Zi 2j/li 2i il- 11 2j il

wlıere Zj = (I - B (B'B) ’ B') Z i’

(4)
= (I - B (B'B)-' B') Zj and B = (1,

Zp Z2r Zi_l, Zl+ıî- Zj+P—, Zpj). Applying the appropriate
complementary perpendicular projection operators to Zj and Zj, which
yields the partial correlation coefficient 
between the vectors Zj and Zj.

İJ(p-3) as a direction cosine

'9

If One lets B = 1, then the partial correlation coefficient betvveen 
the vectors Zj and Zj becomes the simple correlation coefficient, that is
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^ij = (Zp- 1V (Zj -1 Zj)/|| Zi-1 2. ihK Zj-1 Z)T (5)
-L O

where Z, = 1 /n iS Z^.
İC“1

and 2, = 1 /n S . 
k»l J

ThliSj tîıe simple
n

correlation is thö direction cosine beMveen the perpendicöiar jprojections 
[1]^ • Where the perpendicular projection operatör U

A = I„ - I /n 1 1'. (6)
Multiplying the model (1) by matrix A, -vfe get

AY = A İ P, + A Z Ş + An (7)
or

Y-İ Y = (Zı-1 21,..., Z,!p-ı “ 1 2p_ı) Ş + A u.
If we Avish to Uf e the following deviations

= Y - 1 Y, Zj = Zj - 1 2j, 1= 1,2,..., p-1 and û = A u, yve can 
write eguation (8) as follows:

Y - (Zı .1) ş + Û

or
1

Y = Z 8 + Û. (9)
Let us define the following simple functions of the normalized vectors:

Y* = ll^n-1. XI\\H = Z;/ (İZ,Ö 

n
i = 1,..., p-1 vvhere S^y = 1 /(„_]> S (yj - Y)^ and

k-ı
= l/(n-l) S 

k-»

(Zk j - 2j)^, i = 1,.,., p-1. Hence, we have

-Y* == ^ıS^JS^ Z*ı + ... +Sp-..1 S.,‘p-1 + n*
or

Y* == Ş*.
where ,

(10)

8j. S^i/Sy = 8*i, i = 1,2,..., p-1 and ZIj*’ z*,= rp-
On the other hand, let us consider the following matrices
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R* = (Y% Z*ı 

and

7*— • 1p_ı)' (Y*, Z*p_ı) (11)

Rıı = T.*'. Z*, (12)

where R* is the (şyınnıetric) correlation matrix and Rıı is the şubınatrix 
of R* formed by deletinğ the first row and first coîumn of R*. Fnrther- 
more, we get

S*i I Rı (1+1) i/|Rn! (13)i = l,...,p-l

aud

- 1- I R 1/1 Rı, |.^ (14)
(see for example Johnson [4]).

Now, consider the multiple coefficient of determination, R’, that is,
n n

R^= llî-1 Yt/I|Y-1 YiP.
J=1 J=ı

Then, R^ can be expre8sed as:

= liî-11h!i Y- 1VF = IIA Î hll A Y11? = 11 y hi|y
= (cos 6)^

(see Figüre 1)
(15)

y
1^//

I
I

Y f

H'

Fig 1
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It there exist a multicollinearity among the yectoi'6 Zı, Zj, 9 Zk»
K < p-1, then Zı, Z,,, Z’ -K are approximately near the hyperplane.
From this explanation, we observe that R^Zj is close to 1, where R^z. 
(i < K) is the squared multiple correlation of Zj and other independent
variables Zı, Zj,. Zj+ı, Zj İ9«» ., Zp_ı. Thts, this implies that Marquardt’s
[6 ] variance inflation factor (1 — R^Zj) * is very large. '^^ere (1-- R^Zj)
is the i*** diagonal element of Rjj’.

3. TWO REGRESSOR VARİABLES
When p-1 = 2, then the expression for the coefficient of determi- 

nation with two independent variables is o
R’ = (r^.ı + r.2

y2 - 2 ryi r.'y2 ^12) 10- 12)' (16)
Fox and Cooney [2 ] and Fox [3] are concerned numerically the effeets 
of multicollinearity for the case of two independent variables on the
coefficient of determination for any particular values of Tjyi and ry2> For
the câse of two independeüt variables, the multiple correlatioh coeffici-
ent of determination is shown graphically as a function of the pairwise

' correlation coefficient and the intetcörrelation of the independent va
riables by Webef and Monarchi [10], see Figüre 2.
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A: »•yi — 0.5 Fyj = - 0.5

B: 'yi ~ 0'1 ty2 ---- 0.3

C: ^yı =5= 0.8 Fyj = 0.6

In this section, we would like to investigate fFom a geometFİc view- 
point, the vaFİation of R^, oveF the Fange [0,1J. Note that R^ is bounded
OVCF the Fange [0, 1 ]. Fof the special case of two explanatoFy vaFİables 
geometFİc Fepresantations aFC shown in FiguFe? 3A and 3B.

3

ti

F’g 3 A

[W

Fig 3 B

.A h

?1

GASE A: Fy! = 0.5 and == - 0.5

Let 0j be the angle between the two vectors Y and Z ı.Then CosOı = 112 

and 0, — 60°. Let 0^ be the angle between the two vectdFs and Z2- 
Then cosOj == — 1/2 and Oj = 120°. Let 0 be the angle between the two 
vectoFS Zı and 2,, and bence Oj - 0ı < 0 < 0^ Oı. When 0 is vaFİed ovcf 
its possible Fange 60° < 0 < 180°; then the value of Fj^ iş lestFİcted to
the Fange - 1 < f,12 < 0.5. II attains its minimum at the loweF limit of

İts petmissible Fange then the estimation space. [Zı, Za] is a üne spanned 

by the vectoFS Zı of Zj. Thus, we get R^ = (cosÖı)^ 0.25. FurthcFmoFe, 

Fj, has its greatest numcFİcal value foF 0 = 60°. Fof this case, since Y 
■wiU be in the estimation Space, then the value of R^ becomes 1. While
'»2 varies ovcf its possible Fange, - 1 f
Fange [0.25, 1]. (see FiguFe 3A)

12 < 0.5, vaFİes oveı the
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CASE B: ryj = 0.1 and 1^3 = 0.3

For this case, we have 61 and Oj equalto 84° 16' and 72'* 33' respec- 
tively. Since 6 varied över the range [11° 43', 156° 49'], so varies över 
the range [-0.9191, 0.9791].

If wc start from the ûpper limit of the range, namely r^^ = 0.9791 

and 0 = 11° 44', Z2 be in the position 1, (see Figüre 3B)

Since Y is in the estimation space (plane), then R^ = 1. For

= - 0.9191 or 6 = 156° 49', Z2 '''iH be in position 3, and will be equal 
to 1, As Zj moves from position 1 to position 2, R^ will decrease, and 
when it moves from position 2 to position 3, R^ will increase.

When R2 reaches its minimum value at position 2, the regression 

coefficient of a variable, which has a weak correlation with Y,willvanish 
and change sign.

4. EFFECTS OF MULTİCOLLİNEARİTY ON THE ESTİMATED
regression coefficients

Let us assume that variables Zı and Zj are intercorrelated but that 
ali other explânatory variables have zero correlations with each other 
and with Zı and Zj. Then, from equation (13), we have

8*1 = (ryi - ry2 (17)- r^2)
and

Ö''2 İ2f (18)* = (ryj- ryi rj/(l - r

Let US rewrite the expressioıiL for S*ı as (see Klein and Nakamura [5]

8*1 = (r,.ı - ')l(} +^12\O--Ii2y +^y2İ0- +’’12) (19)
= (Y*' Z*ı — X*' + rj (Z*'ı Z*1 - Z*ı' Z*2) + r,,l.

(1 +r,2)

= Y*' + Tj,) Z*ı' (Z‘'*1 - z%) +r,,/(l H- r,,).
Divide the numerator and denonıinator of the first term. on the right
by II Z*ı - ||. We have
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S*ı = r,'y(l-2)/(f ^’iz) f'(l-2) + Ty, /(I +rj2) (20)

Similarly, we obtain

S*2 =
where Ty^j j,

’^y(ı-2) /(I + r.ı) r,(,_2) + ryi/(l +r,2)

is the correlation between Y* and Z*ı - and
(^1)

is the
correlation between Z*ı and Z*ı - Z*2.

Wben r,-li -> 1, the measure of the angle between the vectors Z*ı
and Z*j approaches zero. Then, the measure of the angle between the
vectors 2*1, Z
hes zero as rj^ -> 1.

- Z*2 . approaches 90°, thus r1(1-J necessarily approac-

In eguations (20) and (21), the numerator, may approac
hes to either zero or a nonzero value depending on the given vector Y*
and the direction in wich Z*ı approaches Z*^’

If Tyi = rj•yj, then the value of resticted to the range [2r^yi - 1,
1] by the condition 1. Hence, from ecpıations (20) and (21), we

get the limiting values of Sj* and S>* as

lim S*, == lim S*2 == r.
r.2^1 r„->l

yl/2 = ry2

12

(see for example Sastry [8])

When Cyi = ^y2’ the perpendicular projection, Y* of Y* can be vritteu
aS a linear combination of the vectors Z *

1 and Z*2 (^ee Figüre 4A) that

is, t* = 8*1 Z*ı + * Z*2. In the limiting case, vre get

lim S*ı = lim S*^ = Cyi /2 =
r„->l12 r„-*l12

’’y2 /2.

When ryi ^y2 (but ryi -> ryj), while r12 approaches its maximum posi-
tive value över the possible range, in other words, while the vector Z*, 
moves from position 2 to position 1, (see Figüre 4B) then absolute value
of each of the estimated regression coefficients, S*ı and S 
and in opposite signs.

« 
2’ will be largo
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1 »

s:ıî’ı-i 2Î K

Fig 4 A

l

Fig 4 B

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has attempted to disclose to the users of regressiop pro
cedures a better understanding of the limitations of ordinary least
squares when multicollinearity is present in the data. Hence, geometric 
representations are helpful in revealing the sources of collinearity. The 
results of this paper show that, in general, the multiple coefficient of 
determination is not monotonic function of the multicollinearity for 
fixed pairwi&e correlations.
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ÖZET

Bu çalışmada iç ilişkinin çoklu belirleyicilik katsayısı ve kestirilmiş regresyou katsayıları 
üzerindeki etkileri araştırılmıştır. Dik izdüşümler yardımıyla kısmi korelasyon katsayıları-ara- 
smdaki bağıntılar incelenmiştir.
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